CHAPTER 6
PRINCIPLES OF CROSSBAR SWITCHING
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Crossbar systems were developed in the.mid 1930's to
counteract some of the disadvantages of the Panel System.
The panel selector switches, which introduced a high degree
of noise, were eliminated from the new systems as well as
their associated power driven elements. Instead, virtually
noise-free talking paths were developed by using a radically
new type of switch called a crossbar switch and relays with
precious metal contacts. The crossbar common control units
made possible more efficient operation of line and trunk network connections, derived the maximum use of intraoffice and
interoffice trunk circuits and eased the overflow traffic
during busy hours into alternate routes. Furthermore, the
crossbar system provided the additional advantages of shorter
call completing times and reduced maintenance.
6.2 THE CROSSBAR SWITCH
The basic element of any crossbar system is the
crossbar switch, through wcich all talking connections are
made. The crossbar switch is essentially a relay mechanism
consisting of ten horizontal paths and ten or 20 vertical
paths, depending on what size switch is needed. Any horizontal path can be connected to any vertical path by means
of ma2nets. The noints of connection are known as crosspoints. The switch with ten vertical paths has 100 crosspoints and is called a 100-point switch; the one with 20
vertical paths has 200 crosspoints and is called a 200-point
switch. Figure 6-1 shows a partial perspective view of a
crossbar switch.
Horizontal Paths: There are five selecting bars
mounted hor1zontally across the face of each switch. Each
selecting bar has flexible selecting fingers attached to it,
one finger for each vertical path, and the bars can be rotated
slightly to cause the select fingers to go either up or down.
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Partia l Persp ective View of a 200-P oint
Crossb ar Switch - For 20 Verti cal Units
Vertic al Paths - Ten or 20 vertic al units are mount ed
Each
on the switch and each unit forms one vertic al path. ~en
has
and
t
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unit opera tes under contro l of a hold
groups of conta cts (one for each horizo ntal path) assoc iated
with it.
3-Wire or 6-Wire - Each group of conta cts may consi st
of three to s1x pa1rs of conta ct spring s. A switch is
class ified accord ing to the numbe r of crossp oints and pairs
of spring s, for examp le, a 200-p oint, 3-wire crossb ar switch
or a 200-p oint, 6-wire crossb ar switch .
Figure 6-1

Opera tion of the Crossb ar Switch - The norma l positi on
of the se!ect 1ng f1nger s 1s horiz ontal, lying betwe en two
groups of conta cts. When a selec t magne t opera tes, the paths
select ing bar is rotate d and one of the two horizo ntalrs now
availa ble to this bar is chosen . The select ing finge
lie in front a group of conta cts as shown in Figure 6-2.
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Crossbar Switch Selecting Mechanism

The hold magnet of the vertical path to be connected
to this horizontal path then operates its holding bar which,
using the selecting finger as a wedge, causes the group of
contacts beside the selecting finger to operate, thus connecting the horizontal and vertical paths. Both the select
and hold magnets must be operated in order to close a crosspoint. The other groups of contacts on this vertical unit
do not operate since there is no selecting finger between
them and the holding bar.
After the operation of the hold magnet, the select
magnet releases returning the horizontal bar and all of the
selecting fingers back to normal, except those actively held
by operated hold magnets. The finger used to establish the
connection, being flexible, remains wedged against the
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connecting means. The ten outputs of each input switch block
fan out equally to the ten output switch blocks to give a
total of 100 links spread uniformly between inputs and outputs. However, if each group (group size assumed to be ten)
is spread equally over the ten output blocks, each individual
output of a group is accessible to a separate link from a
particular input group. Thus, any input can reach an output
group via ten links, but a particular link an4 a particular
output must be matched for a successful connection. This
type of network then provides adequate access into an output
group. Since the whole switch structure represents a coordinate grid with each intersection of horizontal and vertical
forming a crosspoint with no directional motion, either side
can be considered as the input~

1ST

INPUT
GROUP

[

SEC-SHS

PRI-SWS

Figure 6-3

Two-Stage Grid Network

The input switches of the grid are usually designated
as primary switches, and the output switches as secondary
switches. The basic requirement is that each primary switch
have access via at least one link to each secondary switch
group. The link spread between switch groups is almost invariably laid out in an orderly fashion for ease of control
and administration. For example, in Figure 6-3 note how the
0 outputs of all primary switch groups connect to the 0 secondary switch group, the 1 outputs connect to the 1 secondary
switch group, and so forth. In allocating secondary terminations of links, the output terminal number on the primary
switch designates the secondary switch number, and the primary
switch number designates the secondary switch terminal. This
is characteristic of primary-secondary grids.
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With crossb ar switch es, a conve nient size for the grid
is ten switch es high, both prima ry and secon dary. There are
usuall y ten or twenty link groups per switch , althou gh in the
latter case the links are usuall y consid ered as two groups of
ten per switch . There are occas ional situat ions in which the
link spread is differ ent from that descri bed, but these are
specia l ca·ses .
When it is recogn ized that a two-st age grid wired as
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Figure 6-4

Three -Stage Switch ing Netwo rk
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For a call between an input on primary switch block 0
and an output on tertiary switch block 0, the links which
can form permissible channels are shown in heavy lines on
Figure 6-4. If the input were on primary switch block 1
while the output remained unchanged, a new set of "A" links
are required to match with the original set of "B" links.
Since the links that make up the matching channels are
available to more inputs and outputs than the~e are links,
blocking on a particular call can occur. Since a channel
can be made busy by either link in a matching pair, idle
"A" and "B" links may, and frequently will, exist in the
busy channel group. The hazard of blocking is reduced if the
control means always assigns channels in a definite order
instead of at random.
The three-stage grid is not generally suitable as an
overall network because of the relatively limited number of
paths it provides. However, it is useful for small switching
systems. In the larger switching systems, the interconnecting paths are most frequently made up of a network of two
stages of primary-secondary grids, which is, in effect, a
four stage grid. A typical arrangement of these grids is
shown in Figure 6-5. The fourth stage, which is actually
the primary stage of the output grids, results from splitting
the secondary switches on Figure 6-4. The interconnections
between grids (called junctors) are not necessarily distributed in the same manner that links are within a grid. It is
merely required that at least one junctor per secondary
switch of each input grid connect to one primary switch of
each output grid. The junctors are wired between switches
of correspondin~ number on the opposing grids. This provides.
as a minimum, one junctor to match with any pair of originat-·
ing and terminating links. If the junctors are numbered in
accordance with the number of the switch on which they
originate or terminate, the result is a simple system of
coordinating links and junctors into channels. For example,
if in Figure 6-5 an input on input grid 0, primary switch 0
requires connection to an output on output grid 1 secondary
switch 1, ten channels are available utilizing a particular
"A" link group, a particular "B" link or junctor group, and
a particular "C" link group. From input to output there
exists matched A, B and C links designed to provide a pattern
of fixed wired paths or channels. With this wiring scheme,
previous calls equal in number to the size of the link or
junctor group can block a call to an idle output, since the
use of any single element in a channel makes the whole
channel busy.
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Figure 6-5

A Four-S tage Switch ing Netwo rk
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6.4 NETWORK SWITCHING CONTROL
In applying the principle of the grid network to a
telephone switching system we can see by inspection of Figure 6-5 that the selection of a path or channel through the
grid, or switching network using crossbar switches, requires
knowledge of both input and output assignments. The selection of a channel in a crossbar system is com~only called a
marking function. Following this line of reasoning the
mark1ng function cannot be performed until the digit information of the telephone number has been received either in
whole or part, depending upon the particular control arrangement used. It can also be reasoned that since the group of
outgoing trunks to a particular destination is distributed
over the secondary switches of the output group, some means
is required for associating a code number and a number of
widely distributed outgoing trunk locations. Besides this
association there must be some means of testing these widely
distributed locations and making logical decisions regarding
availability and selection. It is not only possible but
very probable that the digit information dialed by the subscriber is received at the central office before the marking
function is completed. Therefore, in order to transmit the
digit information to the next office some means of storing
and regenerating digits is required.
Some of the major functions that must be accomplished
by the control circuits of a marker system are:
a. Registration: Counting and storage of the digits
d1aled by the customer.
b. Translation: Conversion of code numbers into equipment Iocat1ons such as office code into outgoing
trunk locations, of the subscriber's number into
his particular equipment location.
c. Testing and Selection: Making busy tests of possible
outgoing trunks or paths through the switching network and then selecting one to be used on each call.
d. Outpulsing: Generation of pulses to match the stored
d1g1t 1n£ormation and of the proper type to be used
by the next switching office.
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is used for control purposes, the register establishes means
of determining the calling input location for use by the
marker.
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Figure 6-6

Generalizatio n of Marker System

It is highly desirable not to have a fixed relationship between office code and trunk location on the switches.
Furthermore, the nature of grid networks almost necessarily
precludes such a relationship . Therefore, when the marker
receives the office code from the register, it determines by
translation how to gain access to the trunk group, plus any
other pert1nent information such as the type of trunk, pulsing
required, customer charges, etc. Since it is neither practical nor desirable to establish a method of automaticall y
hunting over adjacent terminals by the crossbar switches
themselves, the individual trunks of a group can be dispersed
over the whole network with considerable freedom. This, however, requires that the trunk busy test function be concentrated in the marker and that access be provided from the
marker to the test leads of the trunk group. Successive
individual tests of the trunks take too much time, consequently, the test leads are grouped for simultaneous testing.
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Figure 6-7

Several Markers Applied to a Network of Grids

It is inherent in most common control systems that
only one control unit can work into an individual frame at
a time. u~nerwise ~nere is mutual interference Lnat may
permit double connections or mutilated calls. This requires
an elaborate system of lockouts in the connectors to provide
exclusive access. A result of this is that the markers may
block each other in the handling of calls and are subject to
delays while waiting for frames to become idle. This, of
course, reduces the efficiency of use of the control units.
In designing systems care must be taken that such blocking
cannot cause complete exclusion between control circuits.
For example, if two markers simultaneously require access
to the same inpu·t and output frames and each is able to seize
one of the two frames, an impasse exists. This difficulty
can be obviated by designing the circuits so that the grid
frames must be seized in a definite order (output before
input, for example). Preference assignments for each frame
will also help to eliminate attempts of double seizure.
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control unit determines that all trunks in a particular
direct group are busy, it can, with very little additional
holding time, request the translator for directions to an
alternate (tandem) trunk group. The control circuit then
handles the call in the same fashion as though it were the
original attempt. If there are additional tandem routes
available, the alternate routine process can be continued
as far as necessary. If all usable trunk groups are busy,
the final route, in effect, is to a tone source or recorded
announcement which can return a trunks busy or overflow signal
to the subscriber. On terminating calls to a subscriber
line, if the line is busy, a line busy signal is transmitted
back to the originator.
The marker translators must provide full flexibility
in furnishing information appropriate to each office code.
At the present time the equipment usually consists of relay
circuits plus changeable cross-connection fields on which
the information for each code can be wired. Changes are
relatively simple to make and the number of translator units
is small. Some toll switching systems use punched cards
which interrupt light beams in various patterns to provide
translation information and some use electronic translators
which utilize stored program control.
The information furnished by the office code translator includes the location of the trunk group for immediate
use in establishing the originating connection, alternate
routing directions, the type of pulsing and the number of
digits to be pulsed to the terminating office. The necessary
signaling information must be transferred to an outpulsing
circuit. The latter circuit can be incorporated in the
originating register or provided as a separate unit.
The outpulsing function is, of course, always necessary
for communication with other offices and, in some systems,
with the terminating end of the same office. The outpulsing
function may be furnished as part of the register unit or may
be furnished as separate units. If the register calls in a
marker after the office code has been received, but before
the rest of the called number is received, the register and
outpulsing functions may be combined as shown in Figure 6-SA.
This arrangement allows the outpulsing to start before registration of all digits is completed. If the register does not
call in the marker until all digits are received, then
separate register and outpulsing units are required as shown
in Figure 6-SB.
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6.6 DIRECTORY NUMBER TO LINE NUMBER TRANSLATION
With grid type networks, line number to switch location translation, similar to office.code translation, is
almost invariably necessary. This comes about, not only
because it is difficult to set up a logical relationship
between line directory number and switch location with grid
networks, but because the inherent advantages of flexibility.
Therefore, line translators must be provided which enable
the control c1rcu1t to determine the line location from the
directory number. This implies that the overall control of
terminating calls is similar to that for originating calls.
The principle difference derives from the translation
technique.
The consideration s applying to line number translation
are quite different from those obtaining for office code
translation. The difference is primarily a matter of magnitude since line numbers in one central office may run up
to 10,000 while office codes are well under 1,000. The
resulting size and cost of the line translator is such, with
present techniques, that it is uneconomical to provide one
per marker. The alternative is to furnish common translators
with access from all markers. Advantage can be taken of the
probability that simultaneous calls will be to lines well
distributed throughout the line number series. This permits
breaking up one large translator into several parts, each
containing the information pertinent to a grouped fraction
of the lines. Each marker must have access to all subdivisions of the translator; the access must be exclusive to
prevent mutual interference . This is the plan followed in
present-day marker systems where the translator is known as
the number group.
A sketch of this translation arrangement is shown in
Figure 6-9. For convenience, each translator subdivision is
shown as comprising 1,000 lines, although this number may
vary from system to system depending upon traffic considerations and the particular translation method employed. It is
also necessary to employ with the marker some form of pretranslation to determine the particular translator subdivision
to use.
In addition to called line location and Private Branch
Exchange hunting directions, the translator must also furnish
information on the type of ringing required. This is later
used to set up the trunk circuits to send out the correct
ringing signals to the called subscriber.
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A. Panel Call Indicator
The panel system, for example, receives digits in one
machine language called Panel Call Indicator (PCI). In this
language the tandem office receives from the originating
central office a set of timed code pulses. Each Panel Call
Indicator digit consists of four pulsing periods during which
time four different signals are uded in combination to represent the various digits. The four signals are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Light Negative
Negative
Light Positive
Blank

(6500 ohm battery on ring)
(115 ohm battery on ring)
(6500 ohm battery on tip)

(LN)
(HN)
(LP)

(Open circuit on tip)

(-)

These pulses are generated by sequence switches in the panel
office and by relays in the crossbar offices at the rate of
three digits per second. PCI digits 0, 1 and 9 for example
would appear as shown in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1
Digits

1st Pulse Period

0
1

9

LP

VCI
2nd
LN
LN
LN

3rd

LP

4th Pulse Period
LN
LN
HN

B. Multifrequency
On the other hand, multifrequency pulsing or MF is a
method of pulsing in which the identity of ten digits (0 to 9)
and the start and end signals are each determined by various
combinations of two each of six audio frequencies. The two
frequencies for each digit or signal are transmitted simultaneously over the trunk. The frequencies are 700, 900,
1100, 1300 and 1500 CPS and are coded 0, 1, 2, 4 and 7
respectively. The sixth frequency 1700 CPS controls the
start and end signals. Digit 1, for example, uses codes 0
and 1 and frequencies 700 and 900; digit 3 uses codes 1 and 2
and frequencies 900 and 1100. Digit 0, the exception, uses
codes 4 and 7 and frequencies 1300 and 1500.
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C. Key Pulsing
The language of the manual office of course is the
spoken word. However , to transmi t intellig ence from a manual
office to a mechani cal office the key pulsing method is used.
There are several key pulsing language s: 2 wire D.C., 3 wire
D.C., 5 wire D.C. and MF key pul~ing. In all of these the
operato r is supplied with a 10 button keyset which she uses
to generate the signals which represen t the various decimal
digits. In the 2 wire D.C. key pulsing scheme, to cite just
one of the above key pulsing methods , the system uses four
register relays 1, 2, ·4 and 5 and the sum of the number of
relays operated indicate s the digit recorded .
D. Dial Pulsing
The standard telephon e with its rotary dial produce s
dial pulses. Dial pulses are generate d by the custome r's
dial or by senders and consist of breaks or interrup tions in
the circuit happenin g at a speed of ten pulses per second.
Ten breaks correspo nd to digit 0 while one to nine interrup tions correspo nd to digits 1 to 9 respecti vely. Some dial
pulse senders and register s can operate at a speed of twenty
pulses per second.
E. Straight -Forwar d
When a tandem office establis hes a connect ion to
certain switchbo ard operator s ahead on the straight -forwar d
for her
(SFD) basis, the forward operato r receives a 1. request
,1
\.,
1.
tan'\4em
tue
turougu
ac'tl.on veroa.1.1y rrom tne or1g1nat 1ng po1.nt
office.
•

•

•

1

1

ro

1

•

•

•

•

F. Revertiv e Pulsing
Revertiv e pulsing or RP is a system of DC pulsing in
which intell1g ence 1.s transmi tted in the followin g manner.
a. The near end presets itself in a conditio n representing the number of pulses required , and in a
conditio n to count the pulses received from the
far end.
b. The termina ting end transmit s a series of pulses
by momenta rily groundin g out its battery supply
until the originat ing end breaks the DC path to
indicate that the required number of pulses has
been counted.
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G. Frequency Shift Pulse
Frequency Shift Pulse represents an innovation in
signaling. An electromechanical unit temporarily stores the
binary digits to be transmitted and places mark or space signals on two sets of six leads going to a binary encoder.
Continuous transmission is achieved by placing one digit
(6 bits) on one of two sets of 6 leads and at the same time
placing the next digit condition on the other set of 6 leads.
At the terminal end these modulated frequencies are converted
to signals on the two sets of leads to operate relays representing digits. FSP employs electronic computer techniques
to transmit 200 bits per second over narrow band transmission
facilities. The transmission consists of a synchronizing
bit called a key pulse start signal followed by 6 bits
representing a digit. The bits are 5 milliseconds in duration. A mark or space condition is set for each bit position
and each digit is given a code of two mark and four space
bits. The bits are arbitrarily designated 0, 1, 2, 4, 7 and
10. The coding is similar to that for multifrequency where
two frequencies represent the digit, except for 0 which uses
4 and 7. The 10 bit is used for the key pulse start and
finish signal. Digits are transmitted by modulating
1170CPS + lOOCPS; 1070 CPS represents a mark and 1270 CPS
represents a space.

H. Touch Tone
In Touch-Tone calling the customer's telephone set ~~
equipped with aKeyset instead of a dial. The keyset uses a
variation of multifrequency pulsing to transmit digit information back to the central office. Seven audio frequencies
are used in different combination of two to translate ten
decimal digits. The keys form three horizontal rows on the
telephone set; the first row keys are: 1, 2, 3; the second
row, 4, S, 6; the third row, 7, 8, and 9. Centered below
the last row is the "O" key. The horizontal frequency codes
corresponding to each horizontal key row are 0, 3, 6 and 9.
The vertical frequency code corresponding to the three
vertical columns of keys are: 1, 2 and 3. Depressing a key
causes the associated horizontal and vertical frequencies to
be transmitted to the central office. Thus any depressed key
represents the appropriate decimal digit derived from the
additive value of the horizontal and vertical frequency codes.
Again "0" is the exception in that it utilizes codes 2 and 9.
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